A study of the combined helicopter noise and vibration problem was conducted. A refined aerodynamic model capable of calculating the unsteady surface pressure distribution on rotor blade/flap combinations is developed and coupled with an aeroelastic analysis simulation code. An acoustic prediction tool based on WOPWOP is combined with the aeroelastic analysis based on a flexible blade with coupled flap-lag-torsional dynamics. This unified analysis program is validated with experimental data. The acoustic environment of the helicopter is characterized by microphones mounted on the rotorcraft. Actively controlled flaps are used to reduce vibrations, and noise levels and acoustic signatures are monitored throughout this process. Changes in the properties of the individual bladevortex interactions are related to the acoustic results. This paper represents the careful theoretical treatment of the combined helicopter noise and vibration problem using actively controlled flaps for vibration reduction. 
Introduction and Background
Vibration is one of the most critical concerns in the design of modern rotorcraft. Similarly, the generation of noise is another important consideration. Stricter demands for enhanced performance, comfort, and customer acceptance in new helicopters require simultaneous reduction of vibration and noise in helicopter designs.
In helicopters, the dominant source of vibrations is the rotor, which transfers vibrations to the rotor hub and fuselage at harmonics that are predominately N b /rev. Many methods, both passive and active, have been explored for the control of these loads. A description of a substantial amount of research on active vibration reduction can be found in a recent paper. 1 Recently, actively controlled flaps (ACFs) have emerged as an efficient means of control of vibratory loads due to blade-vortex interaction (BVI) as well as alleviation of effect due to dynamic stall. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Recent experimental results obtained from wind tunnel tests have demonstrated the potential of the ACF for reducing vibrations.
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Numerous other vibration reduction studies using ACFs have also been carried out. 10, 11 A survey of implementation of vibration reduction using ACFs employing adaptive materials-based actuation was presented in Ref. 12 .
Among the active control approaches, two fundamentally different strategies have emerged: higher harmonic control (HHC) and individual blade control (IBC). Three different implementations of IBC have arisen: actuation at the blade root, the actively controlled flap, and active twist rotor blades. In each of these three cases, vibration is controlled by manipulating the unsteady aerodynamic loading in the rotating system. Recently, the HHC and IBC approaches that have been developed primarily for vibration reduction have also been studied as a means of reducing BVI noise. However, the control algorithms used are the same as those devised for vibration reduction.
Several wind tunnel tests of rotors have used the HHC approach for BVI noise control, and have showed reductions of about 5-6dB with open-loop control. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] 25, 26 These tests have been augmented by several computational studies on noise reduction using the HHC approach [27] [28] [29] [30] and the IBC approach.
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Early tests with HHC revealed that inputs capable of reducing noise also increased vibration levels.
13 Subsequent tests at both the Langley transonic dynamics tunnel (TDT) and the DNW (Duits Nederlandse wind tunnel) confirmed these observations. 15, 25, 27 The HART Test 16 showed that a 3/rev input which produced a 6dB noise reduction, also resulted in a 100% increase in vibratory loads. In applications of IBC, similar results were observed in the full-scale wind tunnel tests of a MBB BO-105 rotor conducted at NASA Ames in the 40 × 80 foot wind tunnel.
19 When applied individually 3, 4, 5 and 6/rev components did not unilaterally decrease vibration and noise levels. In fact, 5/rev inputs of 1˚amplitude caused increases of more than 100% in vibration levels. Recent tests of a UH-60 helicopter in the NASA Ames 80 × 120 foot wind tunnel 22 also support this observation. It is noteworthy that the vibratory load increase that accompanies noise reduction appears to be a fundamental aspect of the problem since it appears in both configurations, even though the UH-60 rotor is much larger than the MBB BO-105 and has articulated blades. Flight tests conducted in Germany of the BO-105 also have produced somewhat similar results.
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Kube 33 notes that a single 2/rev input with a phase shift of 240˚yields a 6dB BVI noise reduction but also increases 4/rev vibrations by about 150%. Very limited simultaneous vibration and noise reduction was obtained using multiple input harmonics 19, 20 on a BO-105 rotor. However the noise reduction 2 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (about 1dB) was not satisfactory, and investigation of the simultaneous reduction problem had a very limited scope.
Computational simulations have been unable to provide satisfactory insight on these experimental results, and attempts to explain the underlying physics have not been successful. In the HART test, 16 it was mentioned that a decreased BVI missdistance contributed to lowered vibrations , but other studies suggest that changes in BVI inclination angle are more likely to be responsible for lowered vibrations. 32 As implied from this review, further study is required to improve the fundamental understanding of the mechanism of simultaneous vibration and noise reduction.
The overall objective of this paper is to study the noise generated during the vibration reduction process implemented using single and dual ACF systems, throughout the flight envelope of a typical helicopter. The specific objectives of this study are: (1) development of a refined rotor aerodynamic model capable of generating unsteady time domain pressure distribution in the spanwise and chordwise directions along the blade that accounts for compressibility, free wake, and dynamic stall; (2) tight coupling between the aerodynamics and blade motion based on coupled flap-lag-torsional dynamics, including moderate deflections and trim; (3) development of a noise prediction capability based on WOPWOP 34 which includes coupled flap-lagtorsional blade dynamics; (4) tracking of noise generation during the vibration reduction process using microphones located on and around the helicopter.
Aeroelastic Model
The present study is based upon an aeroelastic response analysis capable of modeling vibration reduction in rotorcraft using single and dual ACF systems. The code ,which was gradually developed by Professor Friedmann and his students during the last decade, contains a fairly good unsteady aerodynamic model that consists of three primary components: (1) an unsteady, compressible, twodimensional aerodynamic model for the blade-flap combination that accounts for variations in the oncoming flow velocity, based upon rational function approximation (RFA) of aerodynamic loads;
4 (2) a free wake model for the calculation of nonuniform inflow distributions; 5, 6 (3) a modified version of the ONERA dynamic stall model. 7 This code has produced reasonably good correlation with wind tunnel tests conducted on a small-scale ACF system. 5 The code was also used successfully to simulate alleviation of vibration effects due to dynamic stall as well as BVI on a rotor that resembles a BO-105 rotor.
Structural Dynamic Model
The structural dynamic model is directly taken from Ref. 3 . The rotor is assumed to be composed of four identical hingeless blades, connected to a fixed hub, with an offset e, and rotates at constant RPM. The blade has fully coupled flap, lead-lag, and torsional dynamics, as shown in Fig.1 . Small strains and moderate deflections are assumed. The inertial loads are obtained from D'Alembert's principle. The control surfaces are assumed to be an integral part of the blade, attached at a number of spanwise stations. It is assumed that the control surfaces do not modify the structural properties of the blade, only the inertial and aerodynamic loads due to the flap are accounted for.
Aerodynamic Model

RFA Aerodynamics
Blade section aerodynamic loads are calculated using RFA, an approach described by Myrtle and Friedmann.
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The RFA approach is an unsteady time-domain aerodynamic theory that accounts for compressibility, variations in the incoming flow and a combined blade and trailing edge flap configuration in the cross-section. The RFA approach produces an approximate transfer function between the generalized motion vector and the generalized attached flow force vector, as shown below:
Free Wake Calculation A free wake is used to obtain the non-uniform inflow distribution. 5, 6 The free wake model has been extracted 35 from the comprehensive rotorcraft code CAMRAD/JA. 36 The wake vorticity is created in the flow field as the blade rotates, and then convected with the local velocity of the fluid. The local velocity of the fluid consists of the free stream velocity, and the wake self-induced velocity. The wake 3 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics geometry calculation contains the following ingredients: (1) the position of the blade generating the wake element is calculated, this is the point at which the wake vorticity is created; (2) the undistorted wake geometry is computed as wake elements are convected downstream from the rotor by the free stream velocity; (3) distortion of wake due to the wake self-induced velocity is computed and added to the undistorted geometry, to obtain a free wake geometry. The wake calculation 36 is based on a vortex-lattice approximation for the wake. A free wake obtained from this approach is shown in Fig.  2 , for illustrative purposes.
Dynamic Stall Model
The third component of the aerodynamic model is a semi empirical dynamic stall model based on a modified version of the ONERA dynamic stall model 7 to produce a comprehensive simulation of the unsteady loading on the environment blade. The modified aerodynamic state vector for each blade section consists of RFA attached flow states and ONERA separated flow states, together with the representation of the free wake.
Computation of Pressure Distribution
For the noise prediction, the compressible unsteady pressure distribution on the helicopter blade in both chordwise and spanwise directions is required with sufficient resolution for acoustic computations is required. Therefore, the analysis and its implementation in the aeroelastic simulation code had to be modified to include this feature. The original implementation of the RFA approach 4 was aimed only at producing the unsteady pressure, and aerodynamic load distribution in the spanwise direction. The unsteady chordwise pressure distribution was obtained by extending the RFA approach. The doublet-lattice method (DLM) was used to generate the chordwise pressure distribution in the frequency domain by introducing a number of chordwise panels. The pressure differentials at the middle of the panels were computed and tabulated at each chordwise station over a range of Mach numbers and reduced frequencies. Again, the RFA approach was used to convert the frequency domain aerodynamics into the time domain, using Eqs. 1 and 2. The influence coefficient matrices C 0 , C 1 now correspond to the pressure distribution. Thus, the unsteady chordwise pressure distribution on the airfoil was obtained with the required resolution. In this approach, aerodynamic states for the pressure differential at each chordwise station were introduced in the calculation of the pressure distribution. However, these states were not required in the coupled helicopter trim and aeroelastic response solution procedure, because the sectional loads determining blade response are calculated separately. The block diagram in Fig. 3 describes the pressure distribution computation and its coupling with the aeroelastic analysis procedure.
The oscillatory chordwise pressure distribution generated at the blade station when using the DLM approach (the first block of Fig. 3 ) yields an unrealistically high pressure distribution in the leading edge region. This is the well-known leading edge singularity problem, which has been studied in Ref. 37 using both experimental data and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The effect of this pressure singularity on the aerodynamic force resultants (lift and moment) is small, however its effect on noise could be significant. To remedy this situation without using costly CFD computations, a physically justifiable limit has been introduced into the code. This limit is known as the vacuum pressure limit (VPL). 38, 39 The VPL utilizes physical insight to argue that the resultant pressure differential between the atmosphere and moving airfoil must always be positive, which implies that the magnitude of the leading edge suction cannot exceed atmospheric pressure. The pragmatic advantage of this approach is that it produces reasonable results with minimal computational cost.
BVI Detection and Visualization
Blade-vortex interaction, its detection and visualization are important for understanding the mechanism of noise generation during the active control of vibrations. A methodology for detecting helicopter blade vortex interactions was implemented, using the planar detection method. This method was described in detail in Ref. 40 . A plane is defined along the rotor blade, perpendicular to the plane of the rotor. When any tip vortex segment as computed from the free wake routine intersects this plane and is within a specified height above or below the blade, a BVI event is recorded. The miss distance between the vortex segment and the blade and the interaction angle between the vortex segment and the blade are then computed and stored. With this data, properties of each intersection event (to the limit of the wake routine resolution) can be analyzed. Figure 4 depicts this procedure. 43 This formulation is valid for arbitrary blade motion and geometry. The original version of WOP-WOP requires blade harmonics and surface loading as input, which can be provided by either experiments or a suitable helicopter analysis code. The version of WOPWOP that requires blade harmonics and surface loading input from a rotor analysis code contains the assumption of an offset hinged rigid blade and proceeds to calculate the acoustic information based on this assumption. This assumption is incompatible with the elastic blade model described in the previous section. To remedy this situation, the blade dynamics in WOPWOP were replaced by a fully flexible blade model with partial span trailing edge flaps. This was accomplished by discretizing the blade into a number of individual panels as shown in Fig.5 . The time domain response of each of these panels was obtained from the aeroelastic response analysis. This information, together with the unsteady pressure distribution on the panel, calculated as described earlier, serves as the basis of the acoustic computations.
Aeroelastic Response Solution
The blade is discretized 3 using the global Galerkin method, based upon the free vibration modes of the rotating blade. Three flapping modes, two lead-lag modes and two torsional modes are used in the actual implementation. The combined structural and aerodynamic equations form a system of coupled differential equations that can be cast in state variable form. They are then integrated in the time domain using the Adams-Bashforth DE/STEP predictorcorrector algorithm.
Trim Procedure
The propulsive trim procedure 35 enforces three force equations (longitudinal, vertical, and lateral forces) and three moment equilibrium equations (roll, pitch, and yaw moments). A simplified tail rotor model is used, using uniform inflow and blade element theory. The six trim variables are the rotor shaft angle α R , the collective pitch θ 0 , the cyclic pitch θ 1s and θ 1c , the tail rotor constant pitch θ t and lateral roll angle φ R . The trim procedure is based on the minimization of the sum J R of the trim residuals. At higher advance ratios (µ > 0.30), a more refined version of the trim procedure which facilitates convergence is used.
7 A wind tunnel trim procedure was also implemented for validation with HART, wherein zero pitch and roll moment conditions are enforced.
Control of Vibrations
The approach to active control of vibrations using the ACF system has been described in earlier papers.
2, 3, 6, 7 The control algorithm used in these studies and others aimed at vibration reduction employs a control algorithm developed more than two decades ago for HHC application to vibration reduction. The algorithm is based on a linear, quasistatic, frequency domain representation of vibratory response to control inputs. The input harmonics of the ACF, which consist of 2, 3, 4 and 5/rev contributions are related to the vibration magnitudes through a transfer matrix T, given by
The control strategy is based on the minimization of a performance index described in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 44 that is a quadratic function of the vibration magnitudes z i and control input amplitudes u i :
The subscript i refers to the ith control step, reflecting the discrete-time nature of the control. The time interval between each control step must be long enough to allow the system to return to the steady state so that the 4/rev vibratory magnitudes can be accurately measured. The matrices W z and W u are weighted matrices on the vibration magnitude and control input, respectively.
The optimal control is:
where
It is important to emphasize that this classical algorithm has been recently modified so as to avoid excessive flap angles, and actuator saturation, 45 and the version of the algorithm in the code contains this modification.
It should be noted that the HART study, like others attempting noise reduction in open-loop or 5 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics closed-loop modes, have tried to use this same algorithm, although developed for vibration reduction. It is not surprising that this approach has been only partially successful in reducing noise, since no measure of noise reduction has been added to the objective function.
Validation Wake Routine and BVI Detection
Beaumier and Spiegel 29 conducted a validation of their MESIR (Mise en Equilibre du Sillage Rotor) wake geometry routine against results from the HART Test. 16 Helicopter and rotor data for the HART Test are presented in Table 1 . The MESIR code provided prediction of blade-vortex interaction events, shown in Figure 6 . The HART test case selected corresponds to the following conditions: α R = 5.3˚and α tpp = 3.8˚, simulating a 6˚descent.
To validate the current simulation, the same flight condition was reproduced. The predicted bladevortex interactions are shown in Figure 6 . Unfortunately, the current study was limited to a wake resolution of 15˚, a restriction that will removed in subsequent studies. Also, the HART Test rotor used a NACA 23012 airfoil, while the airfoil in the current study is a NACA 0012. Despite these limitations, good agreement with ONERA results was obtained.
Blade Tip Deflections
Tauszig 46 has performed validation of an aeroelastic simulation code with HART for a flight condition whose principal parameters have been provided in Table 1 . The blade tip deflections predicted by our code were compared in Fig. 7 with the results obtained in Ref. 46 together with the experimentally measured deflections from the HART test. Although no simulation has been able to match all of the features of the HART profile exactly, 46 Fig. 7 shows that the current simulation reproduces many of the HART features and, at the same time, it also yields tip deflection values that are quite close to the HART results.
Results
In this study, a helicopter configuration resembling a MBB BO-105 helicopter with a four-bladed hingeless rotor system was used. The results were obtained using a propulsive trim procedure. The data used in the computations is summarized in Table 2. The characteristics of the actively controlled flap configuration are shown in Table 3 . The acoustic environment in the vicinity of the helicopter was obtained by assuming that microphones capable of measuring the required noise information are located at the points depicted in Fig. 8 . Microphones were placed on a boom extending from the nose (labeled NOSE), on the landing skid (labeled SKID), at the carpet plane on the retreating side (labeled RETR), and on the advancing side (labeled ADV1 and ADV2 ).
Influence of Vibration Reduction on Noise
The effect of vibration reduction on noise generation is examined by considering first a flight condition of µ = 0.15 with a descent angle of 6˚. Carpet plots showing the noise production below the rotorcraft are given in Fig. 9 . The baseline case shows three major noise peaks characterizing noise directivity: one in front of the rotor, one on the advancing side, and one on the retreating side. After vibration reduction, the carpet plot shows that all noise levels go up by five or more dB except in some areas on the retreating side. Moreover, the carpet plot also shows that the advancing side is most affected, with the entire first quadrant experiencing an increase in noise of about 10dB. The retreating side noise levels remain almost the same or decrease slightly.
Noise levels at various locations during the vibration reduction process are shown in Fig. 10 . The skid microphone records an 11dB increase. The advancing side microphones register increases of 4dB and 7dB, respectively, while the retreating side microphone shows a 4dB increase. Although the microphone on the nose boom shows a 9dB reduction in noise, on the lower carpet plane the same x − y point shows a 6dB increase, suggesting that the near acoustic field differs substantially from the plane below.
The results for the 4/rev vibratory hub shears and moments during the active control of the vibrations are shown in Fig. 11 . The controller, whose performance is governed by an objective function aimed at vibration reduction, effectively reduces vibratory loads during descent. Vibratory hub shears fall between 30-60% compared to the baseline values. The most important vibratory component, the vertical hub shear FHZ4, is reduced by nearly 60%.
To enhance our understanding of BVI during vibration reduction, the changes in blade-vortex inter-6 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics action as represented by the miss distance and interaction angle in the rotor plane were computed and are displayed in Fig. 12 and 13 , respectively. The miss distance characteristics change noticeably after vibration reduction, with closer interactions occuring near the hub on the advancing side, as shown in in Fig. 12 . The BVI interaction angles also change after vibration control, as shown in Fig. 13 . On the advancing side, in the first quadrant, the interactions become closer to parallel. This is thought to be responsible for the increased advancing side noise.
The same rotor was also considered at a higher advance ratio, µ = 0.30, without changing the angle of descent, and the results are shown in Fig. 14 . Vibration levels are similar to those at µ = 0.15, with higher blade loading offsetting decreased wake interaction. Again, the vertical hub shear FHZ4, is reduced by about 60%. The changes in noise levels are shown in Fig. 15 . The skid microphone shows a 7dB increase in noise level after vibration reduction, and the nose noise level increases by 4dB. The advancing side microphones show 3 and 5dB increases, respectively. However, the retreating side noise is reduced by almost 4dB after vibration reduction. These results imply that the directivity of the noise is affected in a manner that resembles the µ = 0.15 case, with advancing side blade noise increasing most.
Effect of Blade Flexibility
Several previous computational acoustic studies on rotorcraft have input blade pressure to the acoustic code using only an offset-hinged spring-restrained blade model for acoustic computation. 47, 48 Thus, for noise prediction purposes, the blade is modeled as a rigid rod. It is therefore important to determine the effect of such an assumption on the acoustic output. A configuration resembling a MBB BO-105 rotor was considered at µ = 0.15 and a 6˚rate of descent. The acoustic signature at the SKID point was monitored and is shown schematically in Fig. 16 . Figure 16 depicts a comparison of the acoustic pressure distribution on the offset-hinged spring-restrained blade, with the same quantity on the flexible blade represented by seven rotating modes. The character and magnitude of the noise differs substantially, depending on the blade dynamic model used. Clearly, the accurate representation of blade dynamics, coupling, and geometrical nonlinearities has a substantial effect on the local unsteady pressure distribution and associated noise. Therefore, blade dynamics and flexibility must be properly incorporated in any acoustic simulation.
Conclusions
A numerical simulation of noise generation during closed-loop vibration reduction using actively controlled flaps has been conducted. A refined aerodynamic model capable of producing unsteady pressure distribution along the blade was coupled with a modified version of the WOPWOP acoustic prediction tool. A single ACF configuration was used to reduce 4/rev vibrations, and the accompanying noise modifications were carefully examined. Only a limited number of numerical results have been obtained in the course of this study. The principal conclusions that can be gleaned from these results are summarized below:
1. The ACF configuration is a useful vibration reduction device for descending flight in the presence of wake.
2. Significant noise increases accompany vibration reduction, especially in the first quadrant. The characteristics of the acoustic environment change during the reduction of vibrations by active control. This suggests that the nature of BVI interactions change due to vibration reduction.
3. Blade flexibility and coupled blade dynamics are important parameters that have to be properly incorporated in a noise prediction code.
4. It is important to note that one should not be surprised by noise increases during active vibration reduction, since the control algorithms used contain only vibration levels in the objective functions. 
